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Abstract— Opinions of customers play a very 

important role in daily life. When we have to take a 

decision, opinions of other individuals are also 

considered. Now-a-days many of web users post their 

opinions for many products through blogs, review 

sites and social networking sites. Business 

organizations and corporate organizations are always 

eager to find consumer or individual views regarding 

their products, support and service. In ecommerce, 

online shopping and online tourism, it is very crucial 

to analyze the good amount of social data present on 

the Web automatically therefore, it is very important 

to create methods that automatically classify them. 

Opinion Mining sometimes called as Sentiment 

Classification is defined as mining and analyzing of 

reviews, views, emotions and opinions automatically 

from text, big data and speech by means of various 

methods. 

 

Keywords—opinion mining, sentiment analysis, e-

commerce, text mining. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Sentiment Analysis could be a natural language process 

and data Extraction task that aims to get writer’s feelings 

expressed in positive or negative comments, queries and 

requests, by analyzing an outsized numbers of 

documents. usually speaking, sentiment analysis aims to 

work out the perspective of a speaker or a author with 

relevancy some topic or the key of a document. In recent 

years, the exponential increase within the net usage and 

exchange of popular opinion is that the drive behind 

Sentiment Analysis these days. the net could be a 

immense repository of structured and unstructured 

information. The analysis of this information to extract 

latent popular opinion and sentiment could be a difficult 

task. 

The analysis of sentiments is also document based mostly 

wherever the sentiment within the entire document is 

summarized as positive, negative or objective. It is 

sentence based mostly wherever individual sentences, 

bearing sentiments, within the text square measure 

classified. Storm Troops is phrase based mostly wherever 

the phrases in an exceedingly sentence square measure 

classified consistent with polarity. Sentiment Analysis 

identifies the phrases in an exceedingly text that bears 

some sentiment. The author could discuss some objective 

facts or subjective opinions.  

It is necessary to tell apart between the to finds 

the topic towards whom the sentiment is directed. A text 

could contain several entities however it's necessary to 

search out the entity towards that the sentiment is 

directed. It identifies the polarity and degree of the 

sentiment. Sentiments square measure classified as 

objective (facts), positive (denotes a state of happiness, 

elation or satisfaction on a part of the writer) or negative 

(denotes a state of sorrow, dejection or disappointment 

on a part of the writer). the feelings will more incline a 

score supported their degree of quality, negativity or 

perspicacity.Opinion mining[12] involves analyzing 

opinions, sentiments or mentality of the writer from the 

written text. Online opinions have indirect influence on 

the business of several ecommerce sites. Those sites 

market their products and the web users go through the 

reviews of the product before buying that product. Many 

organizations utilize opinion mining systems to track 

customer reviews of products sold online. 

 

II APPLICATIONS OF SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

 

Word of mouth (WOM) is that the method of 

conveyance info from person to person and plays a 

significant role in client shopping for selections. In 

industrial things, WOM involves shoppers sharing 

attitudes, opinions, or reactions regarding businesses, 

products, or services with people. WOM communication 

functions supported social networking and trust. folks 

admit families, friends, et al. in their social network. 

analysis conjointly indicates that folks seem to trust 

apparently impartial  opinions from people outside their 
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immediate social network, like on-line reviews. this is 

often wherever Sentiment Analysis comes into play. 

Growing accessibility of opinion made resources like on-

line review sites, blogs, social networking sites have 

created this “decision-making process” easier for United 

States of America. With explosion of net a pair of.0 

platforms shoppers have a soapbox of new reach and 

power by that they will share opinions. Major 

corporations have accomplished these shopper voices 

have an effect on shaping voices of alternative shoppers.  

 Sentiment Analysis therefore finds its use in 

shopper marketplace for Product reviews, promoting for 

knowing shopper attitudes and trends, Social Media for 

locating general opinion regarding recent hot topics in 

city, flick to seek out whether or not a recently 

discharged flick may be a hit.  

Pang-Lee et al. (2002) loosely classifies the 

applications into the subsequent classes.  

a. Applications to Review-Related Websites flick 

Reviews, Product Reviews etc. 

 b. Applications as a Sub-Component Technology 

sleuthing antagonistic, heated language in mails, spam 

detection, context sensitive info detection etc.  

c. Applications in Business and Government 

Intelligence Knowing shopper attitudes and trends  

d. Applications across totally different Domains 

Knowing public opinions for political leaders or their 

notions regarding rules and laws in situ etc. 

 

III. CHALLENGES FOR SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

 

Sentiment Analysis approaches aim to extract 

positive and negative sentiment bearing words from 

a text and classify the text as positive, negative 

instead objective if it cannot notice any sentiment 

bearing words. during this respect, it may be thought 

of as a text categorization task. In text classification 

there area unit several categories akin to totally 

different topics whereas in Sentiment Analysis we've 

solely three broad categories. so it appears 

Sentiment Analysis is less complicated than text 

classification that isn't quite the case. There area unit 

totally different challenges in info filtering in micro-

blogging setting. They are as follows: 

 Short texts : In Twitter ,the text of a post is 

restricted to 140 characters. In terms of text 

classification, short texts contain sparse data 

,therefore it is a challenge to classify them. 

 Informal Language: Another challenge is of 

the informal structure of the language used 

on Twitter. It contains slangs, abbreviations, 

stop words etc. So, it is important to identify 

keywords and common words useful for text 

classification. 

 Different Languages: Twitter is used by 

users around the world ,therefore it contains 

tweets  in many languages.  

 Identifying topics: It is necessary to identify 

relevant topics and filter out tweets with 

irrelevant topics. 

 Constantly changing vocabulary: The 

vocabulary is constantly changing with new 

words and phrases being added. So, there is a 

need for dynamic text classification system. 

 

IV. BASIC TEXT MINING TECHNOLOGIES FOR 

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

 

Information Retrieval:  

 

Systems area unit Google search engines that 

acknowledge those documents on the globe Wide net that 

area unit associated to a group of given words. it's 

measured as associate degree extension to document 

retrieval wherever the documents that area unit came area 

unit processed to extract the helpful info crucial for the 

user [3]. so document retrieval is followed by a text 

summarisation stage that focuses on the question posed  

by the user, or associate degree info extraction stage. IR 

within the broader sense deals with the complete vary of 

knowledge process, from info retrieval to data retrieval 

[8].  

 

Information Extraction:  

 

The goal of info extraction (IE) ways is that the 

extraction of helpful information from text. Most helpful 

info like name of the person, location and organization 

area unit extracted while not correct understanding of the 

text. i.e. worries with extraction of linguistics info from 

the text.  
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Categorization: 

  

Text categorization could be a quite “supervised” 

learning wherever the classes area unit identified prior to 

and firm ongoing for every coaching document. it had 

been solely within the Nineteen Nineties that the sphere 

totally developed with the supply of continuous 

increasing numbers of text documents in digital type and 

also the demand to arrange them for easier use. 

Categorization is that the assignment of traditional 

language documents to predefined set of topics per their 

content. it's a group of text documents, the method of 

finding the correct topic or topics for every document. 

these days machine-driven text categorization is applied 

in an exceedingly sort of contexts from the classical 

automatic or semiautomatic compartmentalization of 

texts to customized commercials delivery, spam filtering, 

and categorization of web content underneath 

hierarchical  catalogues, automatic information 

generation, and detection of text genre, topic .[9] 

 

Clustering:  

 

Clustering is one in all the foremost attention-grabbing 

and necessary topics in text mining. Its aim is to seek out 

intrinsic structures in info, and organize them into vital 

subgroups for more study and analysis. it's associate 

degree unattended method through that objects area unit 

classified[10] into teams referred to as clusters. the 

matter is to cluster the given untagged assortment into 

meaty clusters with none previous info. Any labels 

related to objects area unit obtained entirely from the 

info. as an example, document clump assists in retrieval 

by making links between connected documents, that 

successively permits connected documents to be retrieved 

once one in all the documents has been deemed relevant 

to a question  [8].  

 

Summarization:  

 

Text summarisation is associate degree recent challenge 

in text mining however in dire would like of researcher’s 

attention within the areas of machine intelligence, 

machine data and linguistic communication process. Text 

summarisation is that the method of mechanically 

making a compressed version of a given text that gives 

helpful info for the user. In massive organization or 

company, man of science don't have time to browse all 

documents in order that they summarize document and 

highlight outline with details . A outline could be a text 

that's made from one or additional texts that contains a 

big portion of the knowledge, reduced long and keeps the 

general which means because it is within the original 

texts. 

 

V. RELATED WORK 

 

In [1], Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is one in all 

the foremost tasks of NLP. Sentiment analysis has gain 

abundant attention in recent years. during this paper, we 

have a tendency to aim to tackle the matter of sentiment 

polarity categorization, that is one in all the elemental 

issues of sentiment analysis. A general method for 

sentiment polarity categorization is projected with 

elaborate method descriptions. knowledge employed in 

this study area unit on-line product reviews collected 

from Amazon.com. Experiments for each sentence-level 

categorization and review-level categorization area unit 

performed with promising outcomes. At last, we have a 

tendency to additionally offer insight into our future work 

on sentiment analysis. 

 

Text mining[2], additionally spoken as text data 

processing, is that the method of extracting attention-

grabbing and non-trivial patterns or information from text 

documents. It uses algorithms to remodel free flow text 

(unstructured) into information that may be analyzed 

(structured) by applying applied mathematics, Machine 

Learning and tongue process (NLP) techniques. Text 

mining is Associate in Nursing evolving technology that 

permits enterprises to know their customers well, and 

facilitate them in redefining client wants. As e-commerce 

is changing into a lot of and knowledgeable, the quantity 

of client reviews and feedback that a product receives has 

adult chop-chop over a amount of your time. This makes 

it tough for the manufacturer to scan all of them to create 

Associate in Nursing aware call in rising product quality 

and support.  

 

 

In [6] Twitter is a micro-blogging website which 

provides platform for people to share and express their 

views about topics, happenings, products and other 

services. Tweets can be classified into different classes 

based on their relevance with the topic searched. Various 

Machine Learning algorithms[5] are currently employed 

in classification of tweets into positive and negative 

classes based on their sentiments, such as Baseline, Naive 

Bayes Classifier, Support Vector Machine etc.  

 
Big data [7]  mainly came into existence because of the 

rapid growth of social media. Twitter receives tens of 

millions of tweets per day, creating huge data in 

unstructured form, a lot of research has been carried out 

to extract useful information from twitter raw data. It also 

exhibits sentiment of the people on specific topics. 

However, this huge data repository is unstructured and 
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offers itself for many research areas. A number of 

researchers have attempted to extract useful information 

from this unstructured data for various applications. This 

paper presents a framework to visualize raw tweets in a 

scalable and optimal fashion. Finally, these sentiments 

are classified as positive, negative and neutral using an 

algorithm which is simulated over HIVE.  

 

In [3], Analytics companies develop the ability to support 

their decisions through analytic reasoning using a sort of 

maths and mathematical techniques. On the other hand, a 

recent study has in addition conspicuous that over fifty 9 

of the organizations do not have information required for 

decision-making. Learning “Data Analysis with R” not 

exclusively adds to existing analytics info and 

methodology, but in addition equips with exposure into 

latest analytics techniques in addition as prediction, 

social media analytics, text mining on. It provides an 

opportunity to work on real time info from Twitter, 

Facebook & amp; various social networking sites. 

 

Twitter[4] is one amongst preferred social networking 

website wherever folks area unit expressing their views, 

opinion and emotions generously. These tweets area unit 

recorded and analysed to mine emotions of individuals 

associated with a coup de main (Uri attack). A study 

retrieve tweets concerning Uri attack and realize 

emotions and polarity of tweets.[11] To mine emotions 

and polarity in tweets, text mining techniques area unit 

used. some 5000 tweets area unit recoded and pre-

processed to form a dataset of ofttimes showing words. R 

is employed for mining emotions and polarity. 

 

 

VI   CONCLUSION 

 

Opinion mining becomes an popular area for research 

because due to the availability of huge amount of user-

generated data in the form of content in review sites, 

forums and blogs. Opinion mining has applications in a 

variety of fields ranging from market research to decision 

making to advertising. With the help of opinion mining, 

companies can estimate the extent of product acceptance 

and can devise strategies to improve their product. 

Individuals can also use opinion mining tools to make 

decisions on their buying by comparing competitive 

products not just based on specifications but also based 

on user experience and public opinions. 
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